Please carefully read the whole document before applying.
GENERAL
INFORMATION,
REQUIREMENTS
REGULATIONS
FOR THE WORKSHOP (WITH Siegfried Hansen)

AND

APPLICATION:
Application is made by paying with paypal and a first-come, firstserved basis.
The workshop is limited to 8 participants.
The workshopx will be fully confirmed to happen when we reach the
minimum number of 6 participants. Please pay your bookings
(flights, accommodation, etc.) after the workshop is fully confirmed.
IMPORTANT: By applying to the workshop you agree to all
information, requirements and regulations included in this
document.
Cancellations and refunds:
In case the minimum number of confirmed participants is not
reached, the workshop will be cancelled and a full refund of the paid
fee will be made.
The organiser may cancel the workshop in case of serious
constraints (anything that makes the workshop impossible to
happen, like natural disasters in the area, etc.). In such an unlikely
event, a full refund of the paid fee will be made.
Payment, cancellation and refunds:
If you are unable or choose to no longer attend the WS-CITY
photoworkshop, the following refund schedule will apply:
30 or more days prior to the beginning of the workshop: 100% refund
less a 100 Euro administrative fee.
Less than 14 days prior to the workshop: no refund unless you find
someone to take your spot.

Travel, personal safety & accommodation:
Participants make their own arrangements regarding travel,

insurance and accommodation and ensure that they have all the
necessary travel documents and relevant visas in order to attend
the event.
Participants also take full responsibility for their personal security
during their journey to and stay in Germany (please read the legal
notes at the end of this page).

Requirements:
The workshop is designed for photographers with understanding of
the photographic process. Participants should arrive with working
knowledge of their equipment and ready to shoot. The workshop is
limited to digital cameras – during the critique and photo editing
sessions we will use electronic equipment only. Having your own
laptop is required. The workshop will be conducted in English.
LEGAL NOTES:
1. Each participant covers the entire cost of participation in the
Workshop and takes full responsibility for their actions.
Especially, each participant is responsible for arranging
personal and travel insurance for the duration of their stay in
Germany. Neither the organizer nor its instructors nor its
employees are responsible or liable for the safety and
property of participants or their companions during their travel
or stay in Germany or any undertakings within the framework
of the Workshop.
2. Participant agrees to waive, release, and hold the Organizer,
its instructors and employees harmless from any and all
claims, demands, or suit relating in any way to the Workshops
and work performed therein, including but not limited to any
claim for personal injury or damage to property described in
the first paragraph and any and all other claims based upon
any legal theory, especially:
a. Theft, loss of, or damage to, property
b. Traffic accident
c. Illness or injury
d. Health problems

